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Institute of Biology of the Southern Seas of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
One of the oldest marine biological stations in the world was founded in 1871 in Sevastopol.
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Now it is the Institute of Biology of the Southern Seas of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (IBSS NASU)
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A great number of unique papers stored in the library archives and a lot of them are being published each year.
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Repository of the Institute of Biology of the Southern Seas was created in June, 2007
http://repository.ibss.org.ua
Welcome to the IBSS Institutional Repository!

Repository preserves and distributes digital collections including: IBSS serials, theses, research reports, preprints, papers, image collections etc.

If you are a member of the IBSS research community and you are interested in contributing digital content, please contact the repository administrator repository@ibss.org.ua

Search

Enter some text in the box below to search repository.

Communities in repository

Choose a community to browse its collections.

Books [35]
Conferences [82]
Dissertation's abstracts [1]
IBSS serials [1424]
Overprints [68]
Preprints [7]
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Dspace modified in frame of the IOC/IODE UNESCO OceanDocs project.

Harvested by: AVANO, OAIster, Google

Listed with: ROAR (Registry of Open Access Repositories)
OpenDOAR (Directory of Open Access Repositories)
Statistics: 2010

Unique visitors: 44789
Number of visits: 63698
Pages: 448769

At the end of February, 2011 the number of records in repository has reached 1600 and the average month download traffic is 8.8 GB per month.
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Institute of Biology of the Southern Seas publishes two journals and 2-3 names of books per year
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In Ukraine:

Universities - 345

Scientific institutions - 119

Scientific journals - 1300+

170000+ papers published annually

Ukraine has only 19 open archives registered in ROAR (Registry of Open Access Repositories) with 33000+ records.
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Repositories in the world

Repositories in Ukraine
The Central and Eastern European Marine Repository (CEEMaR) for Central and Eastern European Countries was established in 2008 and hosted by the Institute of Biology of the Southern Seas (IBSS)

http://www.ceemar.org
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Central and Eastern European Marine Repository

CEEMAR

(Stop. Central European and Eastern European Marine Repository) is a thematic digital repository covering the marine, brackish and freshwater environments and providing access to papers produced by staff of the BCET countries Institutes.

RSS Institutional Repository was setup separately on the basis of DSpace software modified within OceanDoc project.

Please, visit http://repository.bsep.org.ua

Communities in CEEMAR

Choose a community to browse its collections:

- Bulgaria [1]
- Latvia [59]
- Poland [160]
- Russia [45]
- Ukraine [563]
Countries: 5 (Bulgaria, Latvia, Poland, Russia and Ukraine)

Institutions: Bulgaria — 1, Latvia — 1, Poland — 2, Russia — 3

Ukraine — 6
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The tremendous results archived by the IBSS in creation and extending of the institutional E-repositories of IBSS and CEEMaR were made possible through the capacity building programme and facilities at the IOC Project Office for IODE where a lot of trainings in the field of marine information management are provided that give the possibilities to librarians to establish E-repositories in their own institutions.

Fifteen librarians and information specialists from Central and Eastern European Countries and among them from Ukraine were trained in 2009 and 2010.
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- The advocacy of the Institutional Repositories in the ECET countries
- Continue submission of documents into CEEMaR and IBSS repositories
- To make grey literature of the marine institutes of the ECET area available through the E-repository
- ASFA input centers from the ECET group provide links full-text documents from CEEMaR and IBSS repositories in ASFA records
- Digitization of rare monographs related to marine sciences held by ECET partner libraries
THANK YOU

Olga Akimova

o.akimova@ibss.org.ua